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Abstract 
A novel approach for minimizing power during scan 

testing is presented. The idea is that given a full scan 
module or core that has multiple scan chains, the test set 
is generated and ordered in such a way that some of the 
scan chains can have their clock disabled for portions of 
the test set. Disabling the clock prevents flip-flops from 
transitioning, and hence reduces switching activity in the 
circuit. Moreover, disabling the clock also reduces 
power dissipation in the clock tree which often is a major 
source of power. The only hardware modifcation that is 
required to implement this approach is to add the 
capability for the tester to gate the clock for one subset of 
the scan chains in the core. A procedure for generating 
and ordering the test set to maximize the use of scan 
disable is described. Experimental results are shown 
indicating that the proposed approach can significantly 
reduce both logic and clock power during testing. 

1. Introduction 
Power dissipation during scan testing can be much 

greater than during normal operation. During normal 
circuit operation, typically a relatively small percentage 
of the flip-flops change value in each clock cycle. 
However, when scanning in test vectors, typically a much 
larger percentage of the flip-flops will change value in 
each clock cycle. This results in more switching activity 
in the circuit. The increased power during test can cause 
problems with heat dissipation. The amount of heat that 
can be safely dissipated without damaging the chip is 
limited by the chip’s package. This must be taken into 
consideration when scheduling tests and limits either the 
number of cores that can be tested simultaneously 
[Zorian 931 or the speed at which the tests can be 
applied. This in turn impacts test time and test cost. 
With the proliferation of portable battery operated 
devices and the drive toward low power design and low- 
cost light packages, the power issues for test are 
becoming increasingly important [Crouch 991. 
Techniques for minimizing power during test are needed. 

Test scheduling algorithms that satisfy power 
constraints were presented in [Chou 941. Low power 
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BIST techniques were presented in [Wang 97a], [Hertwig 
981, [Wang 993, [Gerstendorfer 991, [Girard 99, 001. 
Techniques for minimizing power dissipation when 
testing combinational circuits were presented in [Wang 
941, [Dabholkar 981 and for scan circuits in [Wang 97b], 
[Dabholkar 981, [Sankaralingam 001, [Whetsel 001. 

The focus of this paper is on the problem of minimizing 
power dissipation during scan testing. [Wang 97b] 
modifies the controllability and observability cost functions 
in PODEM [Goel 811 to find a set of scan vectors that 
minimizes test power. [Sankaralingam 001 describes a 
guided algorithm for static compaction of scan vectors to 
minimize switching activity. [Dabholkar 981 proposes 
heuristic algorithms for test vector ordering and scan 
chain ordering that minimize average power during scan 
testing. [Whetsel 001 describes an adapted scan chain 
architecture that segments a single scan chain to minimize 
switching activity during scan shifting. 

It should be noted that many methods that are targeted 
towards reducing test time during scan testing also reduce 
power dissipation because they result in less switching 
activity. Some noteworthy techniques that fall into this 
category are the following: [Chen 921 varies the logical 
length of the scan chain so that the test length is reduced 
by starting with a short scan chain and increasing its 
length as the test session proceeds. [Su 931 reduces the 
number of scan shifts by exploiting overlap between the 
new bits to be scanned in and the existing response bits 
waiting to be scanned out. [Higami 941 partially shifts the 
scan chain so that only the scan elements close to the scan 
input (scan output) are controlled (observed). [Lai 931 
combines non-scan and scan testing to reduce scan 
shifting. [Gupta 911 and [Narayanan 921 describe methods 
for reducing test time for circuits that can be divided into 
disjoint portions that can be tested independently. 

In this paper, we propose a new approach for 
minimizing power during scan testing. There are two 
sources of power dissipation during scan testing. One is 
the power dissipated when the outputs of logic gates in the 
circuit switch, which will be referred to here as “logic 
power”, and the other is the power dissipated in the clock 
tree each time the clock makes a transition, which will be 
referred to here as the “clock power.” The previously 
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proposed approaches have all focused on reducing the 
logic power and do not do anything to reduce the clock 
power. Results in [Pouya 001 suggest that clock power is 
a significant component of the total power during testing. 
In this paper, we propose an approach that reduces both 
logic power and clock power. 

The idea proposed here is that given a module or core 
that has multiple scan chains, we generate and order the 
test set in such a way that some of the scan chains can 
have their clock disabled for portions of the test set. For 
example, suppose a core has 8 scan chains and 300 test 
vectors. If we can generate and order the test vectors in 
such a way that we do not need to clock 4 of the scan 
chains for 200 of the test vectors, then we can reduce the 
total power (both logic power and clock power) during 
test by roughly 33%. When the clock is disabled for 4 of 
the scan chains, the contents of those scan chains remain 
constant which reduces circuit switching hence reducing 
logic power. Moreover, the clock power is reduced by a 
factor of two because half of the scan elements in the 
circuit are not clocked. 

The proposed approach is highly effective because 
most of the test vectors in a test set target hard faults 
localized in regions with poor controllability or 
observability. Scan elements not needed to control the 
inputs or observe the outputs of these regions can have 
their clock disabled for many test vectors without losing 
fault coverage. 

The methodology described in this paper can be used 
for full scan cores having multiple scan chains. The only 
hardware modification that is required to implement this 
approach is to add the capability for the tester to gate the 
clock for one subset of the scan chains in the core. 

Note that the methodology described in this paper is 
different from the conventional notion of test scheduling 
[Chou 941 which involves scheduling groups of cores to 
be tested concurrently under the test power constraints 
imposed by the package. The methodology described 
here is applied to a particular core to reduce its power 
dissipation during test. This allows more cores to be 
tested concurrently without violating test power 
constraints imposed by the package. 

Tester 

2. Overview of Proposed Scheme 
The only hardware modification required for the 

proposed scheme is to add the capability to disable the 
clock for a subset of the scan chains. The scan chains in 
the core are divided into two sets, set A and set B. An 
extra “disable” input is added to the core, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1, which allows the tester to control when the clock 
is disabled to the scan elements in set B .  For Mux-D 
type scan elements, the system clock is gated and 

Core-Under-Test 
Scan Chain -4 1 

- Scan Chain 

- Scan Chain 

I Scan Chain 

- Scan Chain 

- Scan Chain 

-b Scan Mode 
+ Disable Clock for Set B 

I 

I 

controlled by disable so that when disable is activated, the 
scan chains in set B will neither shift in scan mode, nor 
capture in system mode. They are not clocked, and simply 
hold a constant value. If there is a separate scan clock, 
then both the system clock and scan clock are gated and 
controlled by disable. So in either case, when disable is 
activated, the scan chains in set B will not receive any 
clock transitions either in scan mode or system mode and 
no clock power will be dissipated for those scan chains. 
Note that the scan chains in set A are never disabled and 
operate normally at all times. 

Sct A 

Set B I- 
Figure 1. Block Diagram of Proposed Scheme 

When disable is active, set B is not clocked and it 
doesn’t shift or capture. The key is to generate and order 
the test vectors in such a way that for many of the scan 
and capture operations, set B is unused and hence power 
can be saved by activating disable. 

The way disable is used is as follows. Some test vector 
t l  is shifted into all scan chains. Then disable is activated 
before the capture cycle. In the capture cycle, only the 
scan chains in set A capture the response to test vector tl. 
disable remains activated as the next test vector t2 is 
shifted in, so only the scan chains in set A are loaded with 
new values as their captured response is shifted out. The 
scan chains in set B retain the same value that they had 
for test vector t l .  Before the capture cycle for test vector 
t2, disable can be deactivated so that all scan chains will 
capture the response for test vector t2. So there are two 
requirements that must be satisfied in order for it to be 
possible to activate disable between test vector tl and 12: 

Requirement 1: It must be sufficient to partially capture the 
response of test vector tI  only in the scan elements in set A 
without reducing the overall fault coverage of the test set. 
Requirement 2: Test vector tl and t2 must have the same 
specified values for the scan elements in set B. 

By carefully choosing which scan elements to include 
in set B ,  it is possible to generate and order the test veclors 
in a way that allows frequent use of disable to save power. 
This process is described in the following sections. 
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3. Choosing Scan Chains in Set B 
The scan elements to be put in set B should be chosen 

judiciously. This is done by performing ATPG 
(automatic test pattern generation) for the core-under-test 
and analyzing the resulting test cubes. Test cubes are 
deterministic test vectors in  which the unassigned inputs 
are left as X’s. 

Consider a matrix in which each row corresponds to a 
test cube, and each column corresponds to a scan 
element. Each entry is either a 0, 1, or X. Let a 
rectangle in the matrix be defined as a set of columns 
and rows in which the entries in each column of the 
rectangle are either all 0’s and X’s or all 1’s and X’s for 
each row in the rectangle. Consider the example in Fig. 
2 containing 5 test cubes. An example of a rectangle in 
this matrix would be the rectangle that includes the rows 
(2, 3, 4)  and columns ( 3 ,  4, 5 ,  6) .  Consider column 3, 
it has all X’s and 1’s for the set of rows in the rectangle. 
Column 6 has all 0’s and X’s. Row 1 could not be added 
to this rectangle because it would cause a conflict in 
column 3 because it has a 0 in that column whereas the 
other rows in  the rectangle have either a 1 or an X in that 
column. Note that while the rows and columns in this 
example rectangle are consecutive, that need not be the 
case in general. 

I I o o x o x o  1 
I o x o  1 x o  1 0  
0 1 1  o x o x x x  

o l o l x o o l 1  
1 l x o x o l o o  U 

Figure 2. Example of a Rectangle in a Test Cube Matrix 

A good heuristic for choosing which scan elements to 
include in set B is to find the largest rectangle in the test 
cube matrix and include the scan elements corresponding 
to the columns of the rectangle in set B. The reason for 
this is that all of the test cubes corresponding to the rows 
in the rectangle would be candidates for using disable 
because they would be compatible in the scan elements in 
set B. If equal-sized scan chains are needed, then some 
columns can be removed from the rectangle to make the 
number of columns a multiple of the number of scan 
chains. Finding the largest rectangle in a matrix is an 
NP-complete problem, however there are good 
approximate algorithms for it [Brayton 871. 

So using the heuristic of finding the largest rectangle 
in a test cube matrix, we can select the set of scan 
elements that should be included in set B, and then the 
remaining scan elements should be included in set A. 
When the scan chains are stitched together, the scan 
elements in set A should be used to construct one set of 
scan chains, and the scan elements in  set B should be 
used to construct the other set of scan chains. The actual 

scan ordering does not matter and can be optimized to 
reduce routing complexity. 

4. Test Set Generation and Ordering 
In this section, we present a procedure for generating 

and ordering the test set to maximize the use of disable. 
The first step is to perform ATPG. Random test 
generation is done first to detect the easy faults, and then 
ATPG is performed to generate test cubes for the 
remaining faults. The random test vectors (which can be 
thought of as test cubes with no unspecified values) that 
detected faults are combined with the test cubes for the 
hard faults to form the complete set of test cubes that 
covers all faults. The test cubes are statically compacted, 
i.e., compatible test cubes are merged together. The 
largest rectangle in these test cubes is then identified and 
used to partition the scan elements into set A and set B as 
described in Sec. 3.  The test cubes are then divided into 
disjoint “B-compatible” groups where all the test cubes in 
a “B-compatible” group have non-conflicting values for 
the scan elements in set B.  An example of dividing a set 
of test cubes into B-compatible groups is shown in Fig. 3. 
The first 5 bit positions correspond to the scan elements in 
set A,  and the last 5 bit positions correspond to the scan 
elements in set B. The test cubes are grouped together so 
that there are no conflicts in the last 5 bit positions 
between any test cubes in the same group. Note that the 
grouping of test cubes into B-compatible groups is not 
unique, different groupings can be obtained because 
B-compatibility is not a transitive relation. 

The test cubes are now partitioned into two sets which 
we will refer to as the full observability and controllability 
(FOC) set and the partial observability and controllability 
(POC) set. The B-compatible groups containing more 
than one test cube are placed in the POC set, and the rest 
of the test cubes are placed in the FOC set. The test cubes 
in the POC set are candidates for using the disable signal 
because they can satisfy Requirement 2 as explained in 
Sec. 2, while the test cubes in the FOC set cannot possibly 
use disable because they are not compatible with any other 
test cube for the scan elements in set B.  

For the test cubes in the POC set, any X’s for scan 
elements in set B are specified with the appropriate value 
(either 0 or 1) such that all the test cubes in  each 
B-compatible group have the same specified value for 
each scan element in set B .  How the B-compatible groups 
from Fig. 3 would be specified is shown in Fig. 4. After 
this is done, any remaining X’s in any of the test cubes in 
either the POC or FOC set are randomly filled with 0’s 
and 1’s. At this point, the test cubes are all fully specified 
test vectors. Fault simulation is done assuming full 
observability of all test vectors, and any test vector that 
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does not detect any new faults is dropped. The order of 
the test vectors is reversed, and fault simulation is 
repeated again to drop any test vector that does not 
detected any new faults. 

" I " , . I >  

B-Compatible Group 4 X I 0 I X 
F°C Set B-CompatibleGroup5 1 1 0 1 X 

B-Compatible Group 1 

0 0 1 0  1 
I 0 0 0 X 
0 1 1 I X 

B-Compatible 

B-Compatible 

B-Compatible 
E-Compatible 

Group 

Group 

Group 
Group 

1 1  x o x  0 1 o x x  
O l O l O l X l l l  
l x o o x x x l l x  
x l l o x o o x o x  
0 1 o x x  o x  1 o x  

4 X l O l X  l o o o x  
5 s l l 0 l X O l l l X  

Figure 3. Example of Dividing Test Cubes into 
B-Compatible Groups 

S e t A  I S e t B  
I 1  o o x l o  I O  1 0  

B-Compatible Group 1 I 
o l l o x o l o l o  I 
1 I A U A  

0 1 0 1 0  
I X O O X  
x I I o x  

B-Compatible Group 2 

B-Compatible Group 3 , 

POC Set 0 1 0 1 0  "-"b 1 0 1 1 1  

0 0 1 0 1  

Figure 4. Specifying Test Cubes in B-Compatible 
Groups of POC Set for Example in Fig. 3 

Fault simulation is done for the test vectors in the 
FOC set and all of the detected faults are removed from 
the fault list. Fault simulation with the reduced fault list 
is then done for the POC set assuming full observability. 
The faults that are detected by the POC set assuming full 
observability will be referred to as F(POC)fur,-observe. Fault 
simulation with the faults in F(POC),urr-,hservr is then done 
for the POC set assuming observability only at the outputs 
that are captured in the scan elements in set A .  The 
faults that are detected by the POC set assuming partial 
observability will be referred to as F(POC)partia/-oh,serve. 
The faults that are contained in F(POC)f,r~-,~se,.,,e, but not 
in F(POC)paniaCohservr, are the faults that would go 
undetected if disable was used when applying the 
candidate test vectors in the POC set. In order to detect 
these faults, we need to do one of two things: 
Approach 1: Move some of the scan elements in set B to 
set A ,  so they will be observed when disable is activated 
to detect the faults. 
Approach 2: Keep set B as it is, but move some of the 
candidate test vectors in the POC set to the FOC set so they 
will be applied with full observability to detect the faults. 

4.1 Approach 1 (Move Scan Elements from Set B 
to Set A) 

Because the response of the test vectors in the POC set 
are only observed at the scan elements in set A, some 
faults may not be detected. Approach 1 ensures detection 
of those faults by moving a sufficient set of scan elements 
from set B to set A so that those scan elements can be 
observed when disable is activated and hence enable 
detection of all the faults. To determine which of the scan 
elements in set B need to be moved to set A to achieve 
complete fault coverage, fault simulation with the faults in 

POC set assuming full observability. For the first test 
vector that detects each fault, the faulty response is. 
compared with the fault-free response to determine which 
scan elements the fault effect is propagated to. An 
observability matrix is formed where each row corresponds 

each column correspond to a scan element in set B. Each, 
entry in  the matrix is set to a '1 '  if the fault corresponding 
to the row can be propagated to the scan element 
corresponding to the column, and is set to a '0' otherwise. 
The minimum set of columns that cover all of the rows of 
the observability matrix gives the minimum set of scan 
elements that need to be moved from set B to set A to detect: 
all the faults, where a column c is said to cover a row r if 
the matrix entry (r,c) is a '1 '. Finding the minimum column 
cover of a matrix is an NP-complete problem, however, 
some very efficient heuristic algorithms exist [Coudert 991. 

4.2 Approach 2 (Move Test Vectors from POC: 
Set to FOC set) 

Instead of moving scan elements, from set B to set A., 
an alternative approach is to move test vectors from the 
POC set to the FOC set to detect the faults. In this 
approach, the size of set B is not reduced, but rather a 
sufficient set of test vectors is moved from the POC set to 
the FOC set so that they will be applied with disable, 
deactivated and hence can be fully observed and allow 
detection of the faults. To determine which of the candidate 
test vectors in the POC set must be moved to the FOC set 
to achieve complete fault coverage, fault simulation with 

done for the POC set assuming full observability. Any test 
vector in the POC set that detects one of these faults is 
moved to the FOC set. This ensures that all faults will be 
detected when the remaining test vectors in the POC set 
are applied with disable activated, and the test vectors in 
the FOC set are applied with disable deactivated. 

4.3 Ordering Test Vectors 
After using either of the two approaches described 

above to obtain the POC set and FOC set, the last step i:j 

{ F(POC)full-ohservr - F(POC)partiol-ohsrme is done for the 

to a fault in { F(POC)full-ohserve - F(POC)partiul-oh.servr and 

the faults in { F(POC)ful/-uhserve - F(POC)puniul_ohsen,e is 
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to order the test vectors in a way that allows maximal use 
of disable. The test vectors in each B-compatible group 
are ordered sequentially with the ones in the POC set 
coming before the ones in the FOC set. If all of the test 
vectors in a B-compatible group are in the POC set, then 
the last one in the sequence is moved to the FOC set 
since disable cannot be used for this vector because the 
subsequent test vector is not B-compatible with it. 

When the test set is applied, disable is activated when 
any of the test vectors in the final POC set are applied, 
and it is deactivated when any of the test vectors in the 
final FOC set are applied. 

I Circuit 

Name Scan 

5. Experimental Results 

Experiments were performed on the largest ISCAS- 
89 benchmark circuits using both of the test generation 
approaches described in Sec. 4. It was assumed that the 
primary inputs and primary outputs of each circuit where 
part of a core boundary scan chain (i.e., “core wrapper”) 
and hence were not considered when partitioning the 
scan elements into set A and set B. Only the flip-flops in 
the benchmark circuits were considered as candidates for 
scan disable. 

The results for Approach 1 where scan elements are 
moved from set B to set A to provide 100% fault coverage 
of detectable faults are shown in Table 1. For each 
circuit, the total number of scan elements is shown, and 
then results are given for using the proposed approach 
and for using the conventional approach followed by the 
percentage reduction in the number of logic and clock 
transitions at the flip-flops. For the proposed approach, 
the number of flip-flops in Set B is shown, followed by 

Proposed Approach 2 Conventional Approach 1 Power Reduction 
F F s  Total Vectors 
in Test w/ Scan FFOutput FFClock Test FFOutput FFClock FFOutput FFClock 

the total number of test vectors in the test set, and the 
number of test vectors for which disable can be activated. 
The total number of flip-flop output transitions that occur 
when applying all the test vectors with the proposed 
approach is shown, followed by the total number of flip- 
flop clock transitions that occur. These two transition 
counts give an approximate measure of the power that will 
be dissipated during test. The more flip-flop output 
transitions that occur, the more gates in the circuit that 
will switch, and the more flip-flop clock transitions that 
occur, the more power that is dissipated in the clock tree. 
The conventional approach involves doing normal ATPG 
with random fill of all the X’s, and then applying all test 
vectors with no clock disable taking place. The number of 
test vectors and the number of flip-flop and clock 
transitions that occur when applying the test are shown. 
As can be seen, the total number of test vectors for the 
proposed approach is usually slightly larger than that for 
the conventional approach. The reason for this is that in 
the proposed approach, for the test cubes in  the POC set, 
the X’s for the scan elements in set B are not filled 
randomly. This results in fewer test vectors being dropped 
during reverse fault simulation than the conventional 
approach where all the X’s are filled randomly. However, 
as can be seen, the effect of this slight reduction in 
randomness results in only a small increase in the number 
of test vectors. The additional transitions that occur due 
to the extra vectors are more than offset by the reduction 
from the scan disable. It is interesting to note that for 
circuit ~158.50, the number of test vectors was actually 
smaller for the proposed method. This means that the 
constrained fill was actually better for detecting faults 
than the random fill for that particular circuit. 

Table 1. Results for Approach 1 for Generating’Test Vectors for Scan Disable 
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The last two columns show the power reduction in 
terms of percentage reduction in the number of flip-flop 
output transitions and flip-flop clock transitions of the 
proposed approach compared to the conventional 
approach. As can be seen, the proposed approach 
provides a substantial reduction in switching activity in 
the circuit, and hence reduction in power. Both logic 
power and clock power are reduced substantially. 

The results for Approach 2 where test vectors are 
moved from the POC set to the FOC set to provide 100% 
fault coverage of detectable faults are shown in Table 2. 
The number of flip-flops in the B set is larger compared 
with Approach 1, but the number of vectors applied with 
scan disable goes down. 

We also did some experiments on the Motorola V3 
ColdFireTM core using commercial ATPG tools. This 
core is a full-scan design with 32 scan chains. We took 
the already existing partition of scan elements into scan 
chains and simply divided the 32 scan chains into set A 
and set B.  Due to tool limitations, we were not able to 
generate test cubes, we could only generate fully 
specified test vectors. This greatly reduced the 
effectiveness of our technique, but nonetheless, we were 
still able to get up to a 16% reduction in power 
dissipation. The results are shown in Table 3. The 
conventional approach required 597 vectors. We tried 
placing 8 and 16 out of the 32 scan chains in set B.  

Table 3. Results for Motorola V3 ColdFireTM Core with 
32 Scan Chains and 597 Test Vectors 

Proposed Approach Power Red. 

Scan Chains( FFs ITotal Test1 Vectors with 11 FF Clock 

6. Conclusions 
In comparing the proposed approach with other 

approaches, it should be noted that the proposed 
approach reduces both logic power and clock power. In 
circuits where clock power is a significant component of 
the total power, the proposed approach can provide a lot 
of benefit. As clock frequencies continue to rise, 
techniques such as the one presented here will be needed. 
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